
Acute Mountain Sickness This is best avoided by careful acclimatization and a
knowledge of the early symptoms-usually swollen fingers or eyelids. Accumulating
water in the lung tissues will then cause breathlessness and cough. If possible
descend at least 300m immediately, but if this is impossible start taking Lasix
tablets, which dehydrate the body and limit the effects. These will not cure acute
mountain sickness but may buy a little time for that vital descent.

Porters Porters are notorious hypochondriacs. Plenty of mild analgesics,
antiseptics and elastoplast will fix most things. Iodine is useful, both as a water
purifier and as an antiseptic.

Fractures' Straighten the limb out into its normal position and then splint. Check
that the circulation has not been cut off to the lower part of the limb; if it has,
slacken the splint slightly until colour, sensation and pulse return to normal.

Vitamins It takes a long time to become vitamin deficient, although vitamin C
tablets are very useful if fresh food is not available, and iron tablets for long periods
at high altitudes.

Finally it is often easier to obtain drugs in other countries than in the UK. Drugs
obtainable only on prescription at home are generally sold over the counter in the
East. To know what you are after in a maze of proprietary and chemical names a
copy of 'MIMS Pharmaceutical Index' is incredibly useful. Try chatting up your
local GP for an old copy.

Mount Everest Foundation Notes
1980-81
Edward Peck

The following notes summarise the expeditions which have either received a grant
from and/or the approval of the MEF. It should be noted that the MEF only
'sponsors' expeditions in exceptional circumstances, eg the 1981 Mount Kongur
expedition.

The reports of these expeditions have been lodged with the Archives Section of the
RGS, and may be consulted there. Some will have been described in the A] or other
journals.

The period covered in the following notes is from April 1980 to August 1981. In
future issues of the journal, it is expected that these notes will roughly cover
expeditions over 12 months ending in the preceding summer.

Nepal Himalaya
M.E.F. ref. 79/22 Eface ofDhaulagiri: International Expedition The team of 41ed by
Alex McIntyre established a small advanced camp on the NE Col early in April,
1980, allowing time for exploration and acclimatization, before tackling the
unclimbed E face on 5 May. They encountered severe weather conditions including
electric storms, spindrift avalanches and very thin ice, which obliged them to move
fast and unroped for most of the route. After 3 nights on inadequate ledges, they
returned to the NE Col; they renewed the attempt from their previous high point on
17 May and, at midday on 18 May, all 4 climbers reached the summit, achieved in
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alpine style and without oxygen. As recIpIents of the Nick Estcourt Memorial
award, the team agreed to name the climb the' ick Estcourt Route'. (April/May
1980).

79/15 Langtang Lirung (7246m) A team under Mike Stead made an attempt on
the spectacular, steeply glaciated S face of Langtang Lirung. This peak was
reconnoitred by Tilman in 1949, and was the object of 8 subsequent expeditions (6
being Japanese) in the course of which 8 climbers died. Avoiding the rock band over
which the South Langtang glacier pours continual avalanches, the party placed 2
camps on the S ridge of the face, reaching a point some 1200m below the summit, at
a small nick in the steep ridge below the bulging ice-cliffs. Repeated storms then
forced a retreat. (Pre-Monsoon 1980).

80/9 Makalu (8475m)-Kangchuntse (or Makalu Il-7640m) 1980 This 4-member,
lightweight, alpine-style team, including Doug Scott and Roger Baxter-Jones,
made their base camp in late September where the Chago Glacier joins the
Barun. Kangchuntse (Makalu II) was climbed, partly on ski, by the airy ridge from
the Makalu La. Their attempt to traverse Makalu, up by the SE ridge and down the
original French W route to the Makalu La, was defeated by strong winds; after 3
nights in the E cwm under Makalu's summit, and in the mountain's snow plume,
food shortage forced a retreat.

79/1 Army Mountaineering Association Api Expedition (1980) A 12-man team, led by
Major Sir Crispin Agnew of Lochnaw, attempted a new route on the S face of Api
(7132m) in the pre-monsoon period. Though bedevilled by repeated snowfalls, 2
attempts were made on the summit, the 2nd retreating only 400 ft below the top
(March/April 1981). (see Ai 86167.)

80/22 Reading Climbing Group Expedition to Kangde (1981) Three members of this
team successfully accomplished a new route up the NE face of Kangde Shar
(6100m), just W of amche Bazar, which they found difficult enough to be
interesting without being desperate. Kangde Lho, to the W, is still unclimbed.
Their descent down the S side of Kangde Shar led into route-finding difficulties in
cloud and forest, and it was only after some prolonged bush-whacking that the route
over the Lumding La b·ack to the Dudh Khosi was found. (March/April 1981).

Western Himalaya
M.E.F. re£. 80/5 The Cambridge Expedition to the Bara Shigri Glacier A 4-man team
led by Paul Cooper, spent a month studying the heavily moraine-covered snout of
the Bara Shigri, a source of the River Chandra, making a photographic survey for
comparison with previous maps and obtaining climatic data to relate to glacial
fluctuations. No mountains appear to have been climbed. (July/August 1980).

79/24 The Pinnacle Club Lahaul Expedition (1980) Eight ladies from the Pinnacle
Club led by Sheila Cormack spent a month making an intensive exploration of the
peaks surrounding the head of the Gumba Nullah, a branch of the Miyar Nullah
which joins the River Chenar at Udaipur. Between them they climbed a total of 14
peaks between 4800m and 5900m, all but one of which were thought to be first
ascents, as well as several difficult cols looking down into Zaskar to the N.
Unfortunately, they did not succeed on the 6260m 'IMF' peak, which they had
booked with the Indian Mountaineering Federation. (July/August 1980).

79/41 The Royal Aircraft Establishment Mountaineering Club-sent a team of 6, led by
Major Rod Wilson, to Kishtwar with the object of climbing 'Flat Top' (6100m).
The approach was from Suid by the Nanth ullah, and the Brammah I Glacier, to
the spectacular cirque under Brammah. The successful 1st ascent of Flat Top by 3
members of the party was made by the steep ice-fall to the col in the ridge, which
was then followed to the flat, corniced summit. (August 1980).
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79/11 The Royal Navy & Royal Marines Mountaineering Club 'Phabrang 80'-sent a
12-man team, led by Capt. D. N. Nicholls, R.M., to tackle Phabrang(6248m) by 3
routes, including the unclimbed NW face, and Tent Peak (6108m), which lie Nand
S respectively of the Chandra River in Himachal Pradesh. Tent Peak was
abandoned as a result of heavy snow and an accident from stone fall to one member.
The N ridge team reached a point short of the summit of Phabrang, but on the
descent one member slipped on a snow slope, sustaining head injuries from which
he died: the route has been named 'Garry Thomas route'. The SW/S face and the
NW face team traversed the summit, ascending and descending by each other's
routes.

79/37 Kishtwar Himalaya-Sickle Moon (6639m) A 7-man Cumbrian team under
Ron Rutland attempted an untried line on the steep ice-face leading directly to the
summit. From a bivouac at 5200m, grade IV/V ice pitches were overcome, but
rapidly deteriorating weather forced a retreat at 5800m after a night spent in deep
new snow.

79/38 Agyasol (6203m) Though bad weather foiled two attempts to make the first
ascent of Agyasol, the Kingston Polytechnic team have made a useful contribution
to Himalayan topography with their survey of the complex Agyasol massif in the
bend of the Dharlang River/Bhut Nullah, N of the Chenab River, and in climbing
the previously unexplored Hadar Nullah, running up to the heart of the massif.
They located and named several major peaks not shown on the Indian Survey maps,
in particular the twin-peaked Tibitsi I and I( (5600m), Eyrie (6035m), Fortress
(5760m) and Babat (local name for point 5698m). (August/September 1980).

80/10 Thalay Sagar (6920m) Of the 30 days that the Anthoines, Malcolm Howells
and Pete Minks spent in their attempt on the N face of this fine mountain, only 2
were without snowfall. After suffering an earthquake at base camp, and avoiding
repeated avalanches in the couloir leading to the col between Thalay Sagar and
Bhrigupanth, the party made slow progress on the difficult, ice-choked cracks on the
exposed N face, retreating at 6460m with the firm intention to return in better
conditions. Quly/August 1980).

81/16 The Irish Himalayan Expedition to Garhwal (1981) A 3-man team, under Ian
Rea, achieved a previously unclimbed route, taking 4 days, on the 2 lOOm snow and
ice N face of Bhagarathi 11, reaching the summit above the Gangotri Glacier on 10
September. After descending.from the summit by the previously climbed E face and
unroping on relatively easy ground, one member of the party fell about 250m, and
was killed. (August/September 1981).

81/9 Anglo-Indian Gangotri Expedition (1981) A strong international climbing party
of 10, including Colin Downer, Doug Scott and Don Whillans as the British
members, joined with 20 young, enthusiastic Indian mountaineers at base camp at
Tapovan above the Gangotri Glacier, to spend some time imparting concepts of
Alpine climbing and techniques to them. Four of the climbers, including Doug
Scott, made a successful ascent by a new route of the exposed and difficult east pillar
of Shivling (6543m), using big wall tackle, and descending by the original N side
route. Downer and Whillans were in the party that tackled the N side but, after
establishing a high camp at 5730m, some members were called away to help with an
accident to an Indian team which, reaching the summit of Bhagarathi 11 late in the
afternoon, had lost 2 of its members in a fall. A renewed attempt on Shivling
resulted in climbing the N ridge, but was frustrated in its objective of reaching the
unclimbed W summit. (May/June 1981).

80/17 A Journey on Skis through the Western Hirnalaya Guy Sheridan with 2
Norwegian friends accomplished this remarkable journey from Srinagar, through
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Zanskar, to Manali on skis, between 27 February and 28 March 1981. To avoid
dependence on scanty local food supplies, the party had organized food dumps the
previous summer. The approach gorges to the Zoji La proved so dangerous from
avalanche that they turned back in order to fly to Leh, then reverting to their
proposed route to the Ringdom Gompa, over the Pensi La (4-600m) (temperature of
- HOC), with bad snow conditions (thin crust and up to the thigh in sugary
powder), by way of Padam to the top of the Miyar Nullah. The long descent of
80km to Udaipur was compensation for the previous toil, and so was the subsequent
2000m thrilling descent from the Rohtang Pass (4-000m), to Manali in Kulu.
(February/March 1981).

Karakoram
M.E.F. ref. 79/34- International Karakoram Project 1980 This expedition, involving
70 scientists from China, Pakistan and the UK, carried out 3 months of seismic,
glaciological, geomorphological and other field studies in the Karakoram area,
including a study of the Hispar Glacier, and the Gulkin Glacier which threatens the
Karakoram Highway. (June/September 1980).

80/8 The Cambridge Himalayan Snow Algae Expedition This 5-member team had
some difficulty in finding snow algae in the area S of Leh, but were able to study
their habitat on a glacier-snout in the Nimaling Valley; lichens, flowers and
bumble-bees were also studied. (July/August 1981).

81/ 12 Ladakh Winter Wildlife Survey 1981 This 2-man team travelled extensively
in remote parts of Zanskar and Ladakh, sometimes on ski, to investigate the
distribution of large mammals, including species such as snow leopard, kiang, the
Ladakh Urial (which is on the increase), bharal and ibex.

81/25 Southampton University Ornithological Project (1981-2) A 2-member team
reached Leh in August to continue the ringing of birds on the important migration
route ac,ross the Upper Indus valley. As previously, the team is based on a Forestry
Department hut at Tikse.

81/1 British West Karakoram Expedition 1981 This 4--man team under John Nixon
attempted Thaime Chish (c. 6400m) from a base-camp at the junction of the Baltar
and Toltar Glaciers N of Chalt. It had first been attempted by a German/Austrian
team in 1954, who had dubbed it the 'Wildspitz'. Nixon's party pushed 3 camps
up through 2 difficult ice-falls on this 'attractive, difficult, virgin peak', but were
defeated by 4-8 hours continuous snow fall some 450m below the summit. (August
1981).

79/29 Nanga Parbat, Rupal Face The Burgess twins and Paul Moores succeeded
(despite bad weather in early July) in climbing the 4000m 'Rupal face', the highest
rock and ice wall in the world. The party turned back on the summit ridge at 7600m
and made a hazardous descent by the same route. (July 1980).

80/1 K. 7 Four members of the team reached 6400m, but had to return as one
member was acclimatizing badly.

81/18 Masherbrum (1981) The RAF Mountaineering Association's 8-man team,
under Gp. Capt. Honey and Sqn/Ldr. E. J. M. Thomas, /"lad as their objective the SW
summit of Masherhrum (7803m). Despite the threat of bombardment in 'Scaley
Alley' and the persistent deep snow, particularly over the 5950m Dome, they
pushed a party up to Camp 7, and 2 members might have reached the summit had
the weather been kinder. One member fell sick at Camp 5 and was successfully
brought down by sledge. (June/July 1981).
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79/27 Southface of K. 2 The team of Boardman, Tasker, Renshaw and Doug Scott
first attempted the W ridge (on which Nick Estcourt had been swept away by an
avalanche in 1978), reaching a height of 7000m before being turned back by strong
winds. Doug Scott retired with a back injury, but the 3 others made 2 bold attempts
on the SE ridge. The first was thwarted after their camp at 8075m had been swept
away by an avalanche in the night. On the second attempt they again reached
7925m, but their bid for the summit was foiled by strong winds. A valiant attempt
by a lightweight Alpine-style party. (May/July 1980)..

79/30 'Conway's Ogre' (6422m) or 'Uzzun Brakh' The 3-man team of Dickson,
Saunders and Tapsfield tackled this interesting peak from a base camp at the
junction of the Biafu and Baintha (Ogre) Glaciers. After rescuing a Japanese team
descending from Latok IV, Saunders and Tapsfield forced a route, involving Grade
IV/V ice climbing, up the NE buttress and reached a point 50m from the summit of
the Ogre. Snow pinnacles in a dangerous condition on the summit ridge made the
last section an unjustifiable risk. (See AJ 1981) Duly/August 1980).

79/21 Kunyang Kish (7852m) David Wilkinson led a lightweight 3-man team to
tackle this complex and dangerous peak ('The Savage Mountain') on which a
Briton, aJapanese and a Pole had each been killed in their respective expeditions in
1962, 1965 and 1971. The Poles reached the summit by the S ridge, but dismissed
the N face as unsafe. Dave Wilkinson correctly reckoned that the spur leading from
the Kunyang Glacier basin (off the Hispar Glacier) to the N ridge would go. It did,
and, despite an uncircumventable ice-bump which was traversed on 2 attempts, the
summit would probably have been reached, but for 2 successive 4-day snowstorms
which confined the team at 6850m in a snow-hole camp. (August 1980).

China
Mount Kongur (1981) The British Mount Kongur Expedition, organised by the
MEF and sponsored by Jardine Matheson, has been fully reported elsewhere. The
main summit (7719m) was reached on 12 July 1981 by Chris Bonington, Peter
Boardman, AI Rouse and J oe Tasker. Dune/July 1981).

80/16 The British Army China Expedition 1981 Dade Venture) Led by Major
Henry Day (RE) with his Deputy Major Philip Neame (Parachute Regt), this team
of 9 British and 4 Chinese aimed to explore the N part of the Daxue Shan. Having
been pre-empted by the Japanese for Gongga Shan (Minya Konka) itself, they
accepted the Chinese offer ofJiazi Peak (previously known as Riuchi Gongga), the
second highest peak in the range; its height was variously given as nOOm by Prof
Imhof, and 6540m by the Chinese. The team succeeded in making the 1st ascent of
Rudshe Gongga (Tshiburongri-5928m) but, despite 4 attempts on Jiazi Peak by
different routes, on all of which they reached over 6000m, the climbing parties were
defeated by sugary snow on hard ice, which led to a couple of falls. Another party
explored the South Gate of Heaven (Nan Men Guan Gou), obtaining full
photographic coverage of the E face of Jiazi and some first-ever pictures of E
Gongga. (April/May 1981).

81/2 Sino-British Botanical Expedition to West Yunnan (1981) St Andrew's
University took part in a Sino-British expedition (11 Chinese, 5 British) led jointly
by Prof Feng Guomei (of the Kunming Institute of Botany) and Prof R. J. Mitchell,
Curator of the Botanic Gardens, St Andrew' s. Valuable botanical work was done on
both the Wand the E slopes of the jagged Gangshan range (4122m) which may one
day become a national park. (May 1981).

80123 The New Zealand Alpine Club Expedition to Molamenquin (7703m)-led by
Austin Brooke achieved the first ascent of this mountain, which is located near
Xixabangma (Gosainthart). The ascent was not technically difficult, but involved a
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long approach march. Eight of the 11 members of the team reached the summit on
14,16 and 20 May 1981.

Alaska
M.E. F. ref. 79/33 The British Alaskan Expedition 1980 A 4-man team under Keith
Myhill, had as its objective a new route on the SE face of Mt Dickey, but their
attempt on a grey pillar on the S wall was defeated, after a determined effort, by
prolonged bad weather and loose rock. (July 1980).

80/2 Mount Huntington (1980) Roger Mear and S. Bell succeeded in making the
1st traverse of Pt 11300, above the Ruth Glacier, taking 1t days to climb the SW
ridge 'which had taken the Japanese 1st attempt nearly a month, and descending by
the SE ridge. They then made the 1st ascent of the E face of Mt Huntington
(3731 m) in difficult snow conditions. (May 1980).

81/3 The Peak District Alaskan Expedition (1981) A 12-man team carried out
various glaciological projects on the Matanuska Glacier as well as recording flora
and fauna. The 4 days devoted to mountaineering yielded 4 unclimbed peaks of the
order of 2400-3000m. (May/June 1981).

81/23A British Alaskan Expedition (1981) Timothy Leach and Nfcholas Colton
succeeded in 2 of their 3 objectives: the 1st ascents of the striking N pillar of Rooster
Comb (a 'Scottish' type climb) and of the 1200m W face of Mt Huntington (more
'Alpine'), which should become classic climbs of a high standard. Bad weather then
obliged them to abandon their objective (the 1825m buttress of Mt Hunter) in
favour of an 'acclimatizing walk'-with several days of stormy weather up th, W
buttress of Mt McKinley. (April 1981).

81/26 British Expedition to the Ruth Glacier (1981) Milward and Young! spent 42
days on the Ruth Glacier, of which only 7 provided climbable weather. Their
objective of a 1st ascent of the E ridges of Mts J ohnson and Bradley was defeated by
bad weather. (June/August 1981).

Andes
M.E.F. ref. 79/9 The Northern Ireland Andes Expedition 12 climbers led by Alistair
McQuoid of Queen's University, Belfast, successfully tackled 6 minor peaks
(5500-6000m) in the Peruvian Cordillera Blanca, including some routes thought to
be new, in particular the E ridge of Nevado Ulta (5880m). (July 1980).

79/14 The Irish Andean Expedition 7 climbers, led by Calvin Torrans, visited the
wall of peaks on the S side of the Santa Cruz valley in the Cordillera Blanca of Peru,
with the particular objective of the 3 peaks of Nevado Caraz. One pair succeeded on
the N face of Caraz Il; another attempted Caraz Ill, but after reaching the summit
of Artesonraju one of the party, Tom Hand, slipped on the steep ice slope over the
NE face. Two days' search of the crevasses below failed to reveal the body of the lost
climber. (June 1980).

79/32 The Scottish Andean Expedition R. Barton and A. Fyffe reconnoitred the
unclimbed SE face of Nevado Shaqsha (5703m). They spent an uncomfortable night
descending the N ridge of Allpamayo (5947m) but were defeated by heavy snow on
Pukajirka Sur (6039m). (June 1980).

81/15 The Cambridge Peruvian Andes Expedztion (1981) 3 men and 2 women, led by
Simon Garth, spent 2 months on the Quelccaya Ice Cap, conducting a medical
investigation into the effect of altitude on blood composition, and a glaciological
project for the British Antarctic Survey. (July/September 1981).

Greenland and the Arctic
M:E.F. ref. 79/6 The 1980 South-East Greenland Expedition A 7-man team from
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Queen's University, Belfast, under Alistair Acheson, spent 6 weeks on Prins
Christian IV Island in the Cape Farewell region of S Greenland. From their base at
Qasigissat, they made 40 ascents of26 different mountains (of which 20 were said to

be unclimbed) of a height of 1300-1500m. Oune/August 1980).

78/10 The Joint Services Expedition to Princess Marie Bay, Ellesmere Island-conducted
ornithological, meteorological, glaciological and other scientific studies in the area
round Princess Marie Bay. Some mountains NW of the base camp were climbed.
(May/August 1980).

N/R British North-East Greenland Expedition This 16-member team, largely from
Lancaster University, led by Dr G. Halliday (Biological Sciences Dept), spent 2
months in the National Park area of NE Greenland, well N of Scoresby Sund,
studying the botany, ornithology, mammals and lepidoptera. One group
concentrated on what they called 'Norlund Land', and the Hochstetter Forland,
where they climbed a variety of 1500m peaks. A second group worked on Wollaston
Forland, where some members climbed the Zackenberg. Ouly/August 1980).

Other Areas
M.E.F. ref. 80/19 'Mulu '80' The British-Malaysian Speleological Expedition to
Sarawak penetrated the extensive cave-system under the precipitous Melinau
limestone hills in the Gunoni{ Mulu National Park. Results exceeded their
expectations, in particular the discovery of huge Sarawak Chamber, at 700m by
300m the largest subterranean cavity in the worle, and extending exploration of the
Clearwater Cave to a length of 37km.

80/4 The Cambridge Mount Kenya Expedition Ouly/August 1980)-made field
observations in the Afro-Alpine belt of Mount Kenya, with particular reference to
the relationship between the micro-climate and the unusual vegetation, giant
lobelias and giant senecio.

80/11 Gornergrat Project 1980 In July 1980 a team from the division of anaesthesia
of Northwich Park Hospital Clinical Research Centre, under Dr J. S. Milledge,
conducted an experiment on the effects of exercise and altitude on fluid and
electrolyte balance, and other functions of the human body. The results of this study
are valuable for the analysis of the causes of mountain sickness.
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